
  

Scientific Writing



  

Writing:
Most common form of scientific communication

● Better writing:
– Improved collaboration
– Easier access to knowledge
– Faster training
– Greater public support
– Benefits career



  

● The purpose of (technical) writing is not to 
describe what happened, but to cause events to 
happen in readers’ minds.

● Writing is thinking, not separate from research, 
but a critical stage in the research.

● Writing is a tool to discover what you know about 
a problem.



  

Writing is learned by doing and by getting feedback

Smart revision (rewriting) is key to writing success



  

Smart Revision
● Revise after you write, not while you write
● When you write, just write, then revise through 

several drafts
● Time spent revising improves your writing



  

Revision Tasks
● Identify and question nominalizations
● Make the subject of a sentence the subject
● Move links between sentences to the beginning 

of each sentence
● Ensure that all sentences in a paragraph are on 

topic
● Remove useless, and trim bloated, phrases
● Read aloud or listen to your writing



  

Practicing Writing
● Principles
● Practices



  

Principles
● Put actions in verbs, not nouns (nominalization)
● Put characters in subjects
● Keep subjects near verbs
● Put new information last
● Use passive voice judiciously
● Make sure the first and last sentences of a 

paragraph match



  

Principles
● Omit needless words (e.g., excessive hedging, 

ineffectual phrases)
● Prefer simple words
● Use simple subjects
● Name important subjects and use that name
● Use adjectives/adverbs frugally



  

Practices
● Write frequently, but briefly
● Focus on process, not product
● Write from notes and outlines
● Get a draft, any draft, out, and then rewrite
● Write the paper you want without concern for 

length, and then edit



  

References
● Joseph Williams, Style:….Clarity & Grace
●  Strunk & White, Elements of Style



  

“Writing Assignment”
● Select a passage from writing that you liked or 

disliked for (possible) discussion
● Read Williams’ Causes of Bad Writing

– http://physics.gmu.edu/~rubinp/courses/407/william
s_style_ch1.pdf

● Read Williams’ Correctness
– http://physics.gmu.edu/~rubinp/courses/407/

williams_lessons_ch2.pdf

http://physics.gmu.edu/~rubinp/courses/407/williams_style_ch1.pdf
http://physics.gmu.edu/~rubinp/courses/407/williams_style_ch1.pdf
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